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Ship to shore

We’ve finally landed a
shipping container to safely
store all our building tools
and machines in – and are
sleeping better as a result!
It’ll eventually be moved
to the slab new volunteers
Eamonn and Brendon are
pouring with the help of
Daz and the Tanzanian
team. When Kesho is up
and running, it will provide
a secure storage area for
tools and computers!

A little history: Burundian refugee
s
were forced out of their country
due to the Rwandan genocid
e
of 1994, a violent civil war
between Hutu and Tutsi tribes.

Meet our first Tanzanian volunteer!
Lucas Mayoba, 23, has a diploma in “refugee and
humanitarian” studies and a certificate detailing two
years spent volunteering at Lukole Refugee Camp in
western Tanzania, from 2002 to 2004. While at Lukole,
Lucas talked to Burundian refugees, communicating
ideas about health and hygiene, and helping distribute
food items, clothing and bedding. “I was working
with people and communities at Lukole, and I want
to continue working with people that need help. fws is
building a centre for children and employing mamas
who are widows or haven’t a husband to help them
pay for living. This centre is a very good idea for
Tanzania. I’m Tanzanian so I’m happy to be involved.”
Lucas has been helping Shona translate information
flyers about fws and Kesho Leo, and inviting those
interested to a Kesho Leo information day in November.
Lucas will distribute the flyers to the residents of Sinon
in the next fortnight. If things continue to work out, we
plan to offer Lucas a part-time permanent paid role.
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Member profiles
Simone Coogan, 34, teacher/writer and ultra-tidy
IT obsessive and Julie Masterton, 50, Network
Administrator and ultra-clumsy IT obsessive.
Not only are these Brisbane lasses some of our
first-ever donors (they gave us $500 when we were
still all talk!), Sim and Jules have just renewed their
memberships and are forwarding funds from their
upcoming combined birthday party to us.
Q: Why party on behalf of fws?
A: Now that we have our funky little fws badges and
bag, there’s nothing else we need. So in the interests
of reducing our global footprint and limiting the use
of wrapping paper and sticky-tape, we thought we’d
keep the wheels of change moving by requesting
donations to our favourite organisation… fws. We
figured it’s also a great way to spread the word
about fws – we put the web address on the invites
so people can digest the information at their leisure.

Simone and Julie:

“It’s comforting to know
that we can have a
good time and still have
time to be good.”
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